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April 16th 2015:Collaborative Success
Today we have two senior level executives who address the
role of collaboration both in the workplace and for personal
success. Our first guest is Tamera Erickson who has been
named three times as one of the 50 most influential
management thinkers in the world, and has authored many
articles for the Harvard Business Review, and MIT's Sloan
Management Review. Tammy will be sharing leadership
advice and how leadership roles are changing. Our second
guest is May Pao who was a Former VP at Zebra
Technologies. May will be sharing the insights and strategies
she has used to climb the corporate ladde
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Tamara J. Erickson
Tamara J. Erickson is a McKinsey Award-winning author, and a widely-respected
expert on collaboration and innovation, the changing workforce, and the nature of work
in intelligent organizations. She has three-times been named one of the 50 most
influential living management thinkers in the world by Thinkers50. She has written a
trilogy of books on how individuals in specific generations can excel in today’s
workplace: Retire Retirement, What’s Next, Gen X? and Plugged In, and is working on
a fourth book for the generation under 17 today. Tammy has authored or co-authored
numerous Harvard Business Review articles. Erickson holds a BA degree in
Biological Sciences from the University of C
Read more

May Pao
May is a senior business consultant at Bridge Partners Consulting and an executive
who has a track record for accelerating growth and exceeding plan in high-tech
companies. She has created high growth alliance programs for Cisco Systems and
Zebra Technologies to create integrated solutions for tracking assets; as well as
launched new businesses and products at Motorola and MCI Communications. May is
a catalyst who can synthesize a strategy, create a plan of action, build a team, launch,
and get results in a short timeframe. As a result of her work at Zebra, she was named a
“Channel Chief” by CRN Magazine. Prior to joining Bridge Partners, May was a VP at
Zebra Technologies and held executi
Read more
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